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Brass Instruments
Task 1 – Copy the spider diagram below
Saxophones are NOT
classed as brass
instruments.
Brass instruments
are usually placed
at the back of an
Orchestra because
they can play loud.

Brass players change the
shape of their lips to
change the pitch of the
notes that they play.

The Trumpet is a smallest
.
and highest pitched
of the
main Brass instruments.

Brass Instruments

Most Brass
Instruments have
.
valves (buttons)
to
change the pitch of
the notes.

Due to it’s small
The Trombone is different
The French horn
size, the Trumpet
from all the other Brass
The Tuba is the
is the Brass
is a high pitched
biggest of the main instruments because it has
instrument because instrument that is Brass instruments. a slide to change the pitch
there is not much famous for having
of the notes. The trombone
It plays low
a warm and
room for sound to
plays low pitched sounds.
pitched notes.
mellow sound.
vibrate.
Task 2 – Answer the following questions in full sentences
1.
Which Brass instrument is famous for having a warm and mellow sound?
2.
Despite being made out of brass, which famous instrument is not classed as a
Brass instrument?
3.
Which Brass instrument has the highest pitched sound and why?
4.
Which low pitched instrument is the biggest of the brass instruments?
5.
Name two ways that can Brass players change the pitch of the notes they play?
6.
Which Brass instrument is different from all the others and why?
7.
Why are Brass instruments usually placed at the back of the Orchestra?
8.
Name a low pitched Brass instrument, other than a Tuba?
Task 3 – Complete the following extension activities
A.
B.

Attempt to copy and enlarge the
image of the Trumpet (right)
From your own knowledge, try
to think of and list some famous
songs that feature Brass
instruments.
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